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Sometimes it can seem like both! 



Robert Keahey (2012) - http://www.slideshare.net/rkeahey/cloud-computing-and-big-data  





 
1.  Core functional requirements 

necessary to implement retention and 
disposition actions 

2.  Functionality of several cloud models 
based on user experiences 

3.  Best practices for developing a 
defensible retention and disposition 
strategy for records residing in the 
clouds.     

  



Retention & Disposition System Requirements 

Facilitate & Implement R&D 
Decisions 

Anytime in the existence of records 

Activated automatically 

Provide audit trails 

 ~ISO 15489-1 2001, p. 10 
 



Defensible Disposition 

Allow definition of retention periods (1 
day to indefinite) 

Allow definition of disposition classes 

Include a disposition trigger, a 
retention period, and a disposition 
action  
Support disposition actions: review, 
export, transfer, and destruction. 

~ISO 16175, Module 3, 53-54 
 







Cloud Vendors Under Review 

1.  Amazon Web Services 
2.  ArchiveSocial 
3.  CenturyLink Cloud/Tier 3 
4.  Cloud 9 Discovery 
5.  Crashplan 
6.  Egnyte 
7.  Dropbox 
8.  GoGrid 
9.  Google Apps for Business/

include Google Cloud 
10.  HP Records Manager 

(formerly HP Trim) 

11.  Microsoft One Drive 
12.  Office 365 
13.  SharePoint 
14.  MS SP Add-on Gimmal 
15.  MS SP Add-on Collabware 
16.  NextPoint 
17.  Preservica 
18.  Archivematica 
19.  Rackspace 
20.  Smarsh 
21.  Symantic 





 
Designed to the international records management standard, ISO 
15489:2001, and to elements of ISO 16175 - Principles and 
Functional Requirements for Records in Electronic Office 
Environments; DOD 5015.2 certified.  
 
Hosted by Synergy Data Center and Services; integration services 
provided by technology integrator, Arikkan Incorporated.  

HP TRIM (HP 
Records Manager)  
 
Records Management Solution-
as-a-Service (private, 
government cloud) 



Rackspace  
Infrastructure-as-a-Service  
(host public & private cloud solutions) 

Retention & and disposition 
functionality depends on 
cloud solution implemented. 
For example, an email 
hosting solution reviewed 
retains 9 copies of each 
message across multiple data 
centers. Users have access 
to archived email without 
having to ask the IT team. 
Users can locate and recover 
deleted emails. 



 
 

An 
Archiving 
Solution 
 

 
 
Supports e-discovery searches or more advanced supervision workflow, 
can automate and implement legal holds and retention policies, and 
enforces internal governance policies for recordkeeping, supervision, and 
data protection. 
 
Rules can be created and then configured to take automatic action (for 
example, flag, classify, delegate, and apply a legal hold or a retention 
policy) on messages that match the criteria. 
  

 



 
 
Two systems in one: a 
full suite of OAIS 
compliant workflows to 
actively preserve your 
digital content and a 
public access module to 
securely share and 
showcase your content 
and collections. (ISO 
14721:2012) 
 
Stores metadata in fast 
Amazon RDS and digital 
content in either low-
latency Amazon S3 or 
lower-cost Amazon 
Glacier for infrequently 
accessed content.  
 
  



Best Practices – A Strategic Approach 

•  Understand the use of cloud services within the 
organization. 

•  Become involved in the selection of a cloud provider that 
will help the organization/business unit achieve its goals. 

•  Identify content stored in the cloud that is evidence of an 
activity or transaction and not stored elsewhere. 

•  Apply retention and disposition requirements to that cloud 
content either within the cloud environment or by moving 
the content to an ECMS or ERMS or other repository. 



Best Practices – A Strategic Approach (cont.) 

•  Evaluate the cloud services employed using a tool such as 
the checklist illustrated earlier related to issues of privacy 
and security, retention and disposition, and integration.  

•  Identify the risks inherent in the choice of cloud 
provider(s) and take steps to mitigate, avoid, or accept 
those risks. 

•  Implement a review process to determine the 
effectiveness of the cloud initiative and revise it if/when 
necessary. 
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